
Dear municipal leaders, 

We welcome your active participation in the EuroPACE project pursuing Horizon 2020 funding. 
Throughout the project, we would like to empower cities, counties and regions to learn about 
the benefits of PACE programs, explore options for local PACE programs, and even implement 
pilots. Join a growing group of municipalities to participate in peer-to-peer learning sessions, 
technical forums, and webinars about PACE implementation. 

Globally, nearly 3,000 municipalities have active PACE programs that result in local job creating, 
economic stimulus, improved homes and commercial buildings, and reduced CO2 emissions. 

Throughout the EuroPACE project, we will conduct a detailed market analysis and based on 
the legal & fiscal framework in your country and region, market conditions, political structure, 
and your local management, your municipality may be selected as one of few Leader Cities.  

FAQ
What are the benefits of being selected as Leader City within the EuroPACE project? 

As a leader municipality, you will have access to:
• Free PACE program best practices, toolkits and implementation guidelines
• A group of experts working on the original PACE pilot in the City of Olot
• Peer-to-peer learning events and webinars highlighting implementation of PACE in Europe
• The growing community of PACE experts in Europe

Do Leader Cities receive budget from EuroPACE Consortium?

As a Leader City, you will receive free-of-charge services and information from the EuroPACE 
Consortium partners. Each partner has unique expertise pertaining to PACE implementation, ranging 
from contractor trainings, legal framework analysis, to financing.  As a Leader City, you will receive 
consultations and assistance tailored to your local environment. We will help shape your local 
program design and offer best practice guidelines and toolkits developed based on the experience of 
developing a pilot in the city of Olot. 
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What is the selection process for Leader Cities? 

PACE financing at its core is a collection and repayment mechanism for energy efficiency lending. As 
such, PACE relies on your local and national legal and fiscal structure. One of the work packages of 
the project, Market Research, is specifically focused on determining which countries and regions are 
best suited for PACE financing implementation. Cities in these countries and regions will undergo a 
selection process that will take into consideration local management, political will at the local level 
and replicability potential. The decision will be made by the partners of the consortium. 

Do Leader Cities have to commit to making legal and fiscal changes?

Leader Cities must be committed to exploring the options for PACE implementation locally. There is 
no requirement to commit to changing local laws during the duration of the project. The Consortium 
recognizes occasional political uncertainty and external reasons that may prevent of realizing a legal 
change needed for PACE implementation. Leader Cities are expected to make a reasonable effort to 
design local PACE programs and determine implementation opportunities. 

CONTACT US

Please reach out to us to find out more about 
your potential role in Horizon 2020, Innovative 
Financing Schemes. 

Kristina Klimovich
PACE Financing Advisor
k.klimovich@gnefinance.org 
+31 640 7476 27

WHO WE ARE?

The Horizon 2020 Consortium consists of several 
partners spanning many European countries. 
The following municipalities and organizations 
are members of the consortium: 

In addition to the core partners, the Consortium is 
working with the following external consultants: 
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